
Group Quiz 
Monday!
•No notes
•No calculator
•No word problems
•Exact values only
•Sketch graph for log 
and exponential 
functions

Ch.4 Test Thursday!
•No notes
•Part 1: calculator ok
•Solve 2-3 word 
problems

•Solve for exact values 
and approximations

•Part 2: no calculator
•Exact values only
•Sketch graph for log 
and exponential 
functions

Need extra practice?
Refer to today’s assignment 
plus the 2 other worksheets 

completed over the past week.



The following slides are a 
short summary of chapter 4.

Please see your notes 
(or links on Mrs. Rosenow’s
website) for further details.



4.1 notes: Compounded:
Annually n = 1
Semi-annually n = 2
Quarterly n = 4
Monthly n = 12



4-2 notes:



4.2 Notes:  The Natural Exponential Function

y = e

Sketc

   

h a graph of 

and y =   ex x
NOTES:
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10  and logx x

You will be asked to sketch one pair without 
a graphing calculator on the quiz and test.

General Logarithm      Natural Logarithm      Common Logarithm

Notes:  4.3 Logarithmic functions



Laws of Logarithms:Notes:  4.4 Laws of  Logarithms



Notes 4.4 Example 2:

6 6 6

Clearly show all steps...apply one proper

1
2log 4 log 16 log x

ty at a time!

16.   
4

 
NOTE:  The logs will 
never drop out on 
the first step when 

you have more 
than two terms!!

Like bases, so inside values 
are equal to each other by 

Power of Equality



Note:  
*If given base e, use ln to solve.

*If given base 10, use log to solve.

*If given any other base, use ln or log.

Notes:  4.5 Solving Logarithmic Equations



Notes:  4.5 (part 2)
Reminder:
log0 = no solution

log(neg #) = no solution

ln0 = no solution 

ln(neg #) = no solution       
lne = 1
log10 = 1
log1 = 0

10 #x neg

(because 10 0)x

#xe neg

0xe



1 2

Show work!  Clearly show all steps.

4 53 2 01. x x   Rewrite using like bases and 
factor

 Isolate exponential term

 Apply ln or log to both sides 
of the equation

 “bring down” the exponent

 Solve for x

4.5 part 1 homework:  be able to factor!



Notes 4.5 part 2:  factoring example
2Solve for x:     2 15   x xxe xe x 

 Set equal to 0

 Factor GCF

 Factor using FOIL

 Solve using Zero Product 
Property

 Check for extraneous
answers (no solution)


